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Editorial Message
With the end of another Spring semester comes this
year's edition of Cabbages and Kings. It is difficult to
express in words a year's worth of expectations, planning,
and hard work. A magazine such as this one comes from
a support network too long to list.
The finished piece is often all that is ever seen or
remembered. But the time, efforts, and even the struggles
should also be considered. For it's caring enough to
disagree or struggle over an idea that ends up coming
together as the finished piece.
On behalf of Cabbages and Kings, I would like to
thank all of our contributors and all of those who were a
part of our support network.
Some time ago, before I even knew about Cabbages
and Kings, I stumbled across this quote. It can only be
talking about a magazine like ours.
"A handsome book is not the work of a single person,
but a product of the collective, well directed efforts
of all who have contributed to its success."

Joanna Biondolillo
Editor
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October 1st
The trees have blushed
an auburn glow
that whispers last secrets of september.
Bundled in wool
with visible breath
i walk awhile , and remember.
They say that autumn
is like to death ;
hidden frost does slowly the killing
but i've seen the ground
and leaves submit;
it's too easy to murder the willing.
Though september chill has slain the ground ,
beauty rejoices all around;
promising a resurrection
raining willing leaves at utter perfection .
So walking among the blushing trees
i gather life through autumn's breeze .

Oriana Charon Wilson
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Enter the Children
Pledging rites
Flying kites
Taking hikes
Riding bikes .
Climbing trees
Skinning knees
Swatting bees
Yelling pleas!

Betty L. Cumbo

Spring and Flowers
Fragrant and lustrous,
Flowers with nectar,
Morning and eve
Clouds with rosey ring ,
Birds fly and sing,
Bees take honey, and humming
Delicate throb says ,
That it is spring .
B. Nanavati
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Let M e Sing For Thee
When I was young, I longed to sing .
Daddy stay and rest awhile, and I will sing for thee .
Too late you laid your head upon my breast and
passed away without a sound .
While others mourned , I stood before you one last time ,
and tried to reach you with my songBut no , they hushed me to one side .
My song, my melody, my love is not yet sung.
When I first saw my lover's face , my song came sounding forth ;
but you did not pause to hear.
You took my hand and led me forth to dance instead .
Dance with me , waltz with me , you asked .
So I danced and waltzed for you , while my song denied itself.
But my heart is calling out. My song cannot be hushed .
If he , and you , and all the world cannot hear me sing! will sing my song for me.
Sing! Sing! Sing! The tune , the words, the melody gets
stronger with each sound .
My song is sung: it is I.
Sing! Sing! Sing , and suddenly I see someone is dancing .
Dance for me , waltz for me I cry-but wait!
First, I will hear you sing .....

Maria Pina Gregorek
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Variations Of Sound
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Symphony Of My Forest

It's dusk and the wind has died down to a whisper among the pine
branches. An adventurous fledgling is called home insistently by its mother.
A lone squirrel chitters happily, ducking into a hole in the tree. I unroll my
emerald colored sleeping bag , listening to the air sigh out of its down
pockets. Climbing in , it is cold though it soon warms to my touch. I relax
my mind and body, drifting in and out of thought as easily as a gull through
the mist. The last dying embers of my fire pop and crackle contendedly,
their cherry glow illuminating a small area around, causing my ears to strain
where my eyes cannot follow . As the moon ascends over a hill to the east,
its light casts eerie shadows across the waterspotted canvass of my tarp .
Spectral beings dance and sway to the ethereal forest music that has
surrounded me . The wind picks up , wrenching moans from my dancers
and creakings from my trees .
The waves slap hard against my aluminum canoe providing a steady
beat, a soothing back beat for my forest to rely on . A lone swallow follows a
seemingly drunken path through my night forest. Though fully aware of its
destination , its cacophonous screams seem to convey confusion and
helplessness . A cricket scratches its wings, at first sounding like it is on the
right and then again behind me and closer. A small branch cracks and falls
through its brothers to the needle-carpeted ground . An involuntary
shudder passes through my body , causing my sleeping bag to rustle
unnaturally .
The stars scream their majesty , piercing the night air and magnifying
my quiet insignificance . A stray gust of wind picks up some pine needles,
setting them gently in my hair and on my chest. My attention is drawn to
the fire , my fire, whose warmth has momentarily shifted towards me . In the
fire a congealed knot of pine sap explodes like a gun shot. My forest quiets
instantly . As my eyes close the symphony is over.

David Altman
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Dave Raz
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Loverain
As it drips upon me
I bask in perfect pain
desirous greed controls me
so seldom comes the rain
As it races through me
I'll kill to keep my pain
fear of loss provokes me
too often dries the rain
As it drops below me
I'd kill to save my pain
taste of loss confronts me
too seldom cries the rain

Child's Play

were it not for the traces
along my skin

Bathe in pure emotion
laughing, smell the pain
drink unbridled passion
crying, taste the rain

Matthew R. Anderson
Dine on lilac's potion
grip the lover's light
feast on rose's sweetness
bright through darkest night
Hear the love scent calling
feel the crimson bite
feed on a sensation
taste the burning bright
Believe me , touch the flavor
trust me , feel the white
for I have heard a fragrance
and I have tasted night

Matthew R. Anderson
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II
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Bruce Kinnaird
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Seasons
Nature's Day
Dawn is Spring
Day is Summer
Dusk is Fall
Dark is Winter.

Sequence
Spring promises
Summer fulfills
Autumn regrets
What Winter instills.

Suppression
Smile of Spring
Seduction of Summer
Secrets of September
Silence of Snow.

Betty L. Cumbo
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Reflections in a lake are fleeting,
Like the paths of some we cross,
We meet, we love,
But lose forever ,
Unspoken words,
They are our loss.
We laughed and smiled together briefly ,
Time , that ever constant thief,
Stole our moments,
never caring,
Unspoken words ,
Our only grief.
Too late for us the time of telling,
Death gave us different routes to tread,
Pride and sorrow
On our journey,
Unspoken words,
We should have said .
So great this distance is between us,
But less than that we knew and shared,
For near together
We were parted ,
Unspoken words ,
To show we cared .
Whisper softly in the moonlight,
Send a message , unveiled , confessed ,
Davey , I miss you
Oh so deeply ,
Unspoken words,
Regrets, regrets.

Vivienne Anderson
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Pride
Love
like flowers ,
Wilting,
dying.
Craving water,
words of truth.
Take
the moisture,
Starve
the blossom,
Love
lies dying,
Pride's intact.

Vivienne Anderson

The Revelation and a Prayer

The crowned archer came, his white horse gleaming
He spoke against the Church and we were swayed .
The red horse came, and mankind was betrayed .
A sworded figure sent the humans screaming.
A black horse had the famished people pleading
The balances took coins for grains displayed .
Then came the pale horse , mankind was dismayed
Plagues swept the Earth , the shrouded death's head grinning.
"He is basically good , he is wise," said the Light.
"I believe he will find the right path."
Shadow snorted derisively , commented , "he might,
But he's basically weak!" Shadow laughed .
"It is I that he follows, you 'll not be heeded ."
Futile , perhaps, but still Light pleaded.
"Listen , my Children! And carefully , too.
For I've got a story to tell .
Not simply a tale of battles endured
But of Human Nature and Hell.
Inherent behavior's not easily changed ,
But efforts are rarely for naught.
The annals of history are often arranged
But Peace can never be bought. "

Theresa Dilibe rto
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Moonlight
The cool rays outline the intricate lace
of the long sleeping ancient oak .
Through the branches it falls down upon my face
It outlines the sleeping figure next to me.
the features , perfectly balanced
in the sweetness of sleep
Are even more beautiful than in sunlight.
The dark hair is lighter nowit has the look of silver
and the texture of silk
His arms are around me and I feel no
fear of the night
The hoot of an owl-he starts
He sees I am awake and smiles,
He sits and leans over me
a fraction away from minethe kiss is like the blush of a rose petal ;
soft, yet revealing
Slowly , he again lays down beside mea caress ;
then sleep once more conquers .
Karen J. Ackerman

Search
Beware the wind of time which flows a merry wave
Across the evershadowed ways where heroes of the past
unchangeably reside .
And in the most of time , a spirit, I shall roam
As I begin my journey with another's final line .
A spirit of remembrance searching time and space forgotten ;
The halls and stairways of the universe recording;
Times remembered and unknown ;
Writing faithfully the messages of men who were and yet will be ,
Captured for a moment in the stillness of my pen.
Then blowing ever outward to live eternally .
Still , I will ply my pen until the careless wind
Eddies on its path and time remembers me ,
So that another pen may pick up my last line
And continue down the corridor into infinity.
RuthAnne B. DiModica
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Laundry
I'm washing my laundry and it's left
me standing in the nude.
Most people think of nude as crude
But not I!
Why,
I don't think nude is crude at all!

D

And to put it very bluntly,
Those who think that nude is crude,
Are Prudes;
and have a very narrow point of view!
My laundry will not take all day.
Why,
Do you think I'd stay all day
this way?!
'
Joanna Biondolillo
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Angry young woman, she sits and she waits.
Waits for an answer, yet hesitates .
Hesitates to utter the words in her heart,
How can they be heard if not said from the
start?
Joanne Borrelli
Tired eyes ,
sitting there
say a word,
I do not dare
For, if the utterance which flows has no intelligence to show
I'll burst into embarrassed cries ,
Turn my head and try to hide!
Joanne Borrelli

A Punk's Grievance
I wanted to know you
but my spikes got in the way
Unfortunately your misconceptions
have led you astray
It's true that first impressions
have their worth
But I am human
and have been since birth
There's no need to fear
I am no threat
It's what I appear to be
that makes you people sweat
Anonymous
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"The Best?"
I have been brought into this land
we so often call free,
by two separate people of different worlds
in which they've created me .
I am guided by a hand
and by the nose I am led
not to question what they ask
but rather do as they have said.
You will go far , they say
I've no choice but to believe
even though many times I've felt
I was the gift no one wished to receive.
You are the best of both worlds, child
conquer what you lust
this land , for you , is full of riches
and you shall get your just.
How narrow-minded could they be
to think that I could best
pursue my fondest dreams and goals
and master all I quest.
I guess it isn't all their fault
how could they really know
that two halves of their separate worlds
still can't make me whole .
Well, I'm all grown up now
and I am the one
who is the product of both these worlds
but, belonging to none .
Still , my head I hold high
because of this I know
I've come a long way now
but I've even a longer way to go .
In this land we so often call free
at times it becomes difficult, just to be me .
April Walker
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Marjorie Finer

"Night Life"
The sun rose in the west
this morning
between heartbeats
between ticks of the clock
and brought an end to our night life
Brian Steblen
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Bird in a Gilded Cage
0, tiny bird in a small gilded cage
Why is it you always seem sad
In your sweet tiny eyes
Are the thoughts of a sage
And the wish to tell that wisdom
Would make your heart glad.
0 , fragile bird in that prisoner's cage
What is that moisture I see in your eye
Why are you crying,
My small feathered friend
What sound would you utter
If a message you could send?
0, feathered friend , why bow your head low
Don't you know , little bird ,
If you could but speak
I think you would say ,
"I love freedom so."
0 , chastened bird, if you only could fly
Would your spirit soar
To some blue cloudless sky?
Then speak, little bird,
And ask me a favor
For your wishes are heard
Your freedom you 'd savor.
And if I opened your tiny cage door
Would you fly away nevermore
To be seen by me
Because you can flyAnd now you are free?
Then fly away , my sweet bird ,
My beautiful dove
For your message is heard
Fly away , little bird
And take with you-my love .
Patricia A. Woodard
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Rich Manley
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Animal Friends
Yea, I went searching the forest one day,
Seeking you among all of my animal friends ,
On the surface they seem to run - and to play
Answering life's problems-the means and the way.
Tiny scared rabbit, why do you still run,
Did you seek love for sport
And think it was fun?
Still running, my shy spotted fawn,
Do you come out at night
Only to hide at the dawn?
Still fleeing , my sleek antelope ,
Seeking life's pleasures,
Do you still fumble and grope?
Still prowling, my lithe spotted cat,
Have life's gates closed behind you
Are its solutions a little too pat?
And what now, my long-limbed greyhound ,
Is life to you but a game
To cavort, sprint, and race all around?
Then lay yourselves down ,
My friends of the glade
Yea, seek peace , love and truth
Twas for this you really were made .
Patricia A. Wo o dard

Cycle
The tattered stalk of corn cowered in the wind ,
Silhouetted against the thin line of gold left in the sky
by the departed sun.
Thunder growled at the back drop of menacing clouds
That scowled upon a frightened landscape .
The geese rose from the pond like smoke into silent flight,
Pressed by an urgent surge to find the seed for another spring .
Charlotte Lewis
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Andrew Mazzucco
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